2011 Ferrari FF - FERRARI FF // LE MANS
BLUE // FULL PPF // UK RHD // FULL
SUPPLYING DEALER HISTORY
FERRARI FF // LE MANS BLUE // FULL PPF // UK RHD // FULL SUPPLYING DEALER HISTORY

Price
Year of manufacture

USD 160 116
GBP 114 995 (listed)
2011

Drive
Interior colour

31 976 mi /
51 461 km

Location

Gearbox

Automatic

Fuel type

Number of seats

4

Exterior colour

Number of doors

2

Car type

Drivetrain
Interior type

651 PS / 479 kW /
643 BHP
4wd
Leather

Beige

Condition

Mileage

Performance

RHD

Exterior brand colour

Used

Petrol
Blue
Coupé
Blu Le Mans

Metallic
Interior brand colour

Yes
Crema

Electric windows
Climate control
Airbags
ABS
ESP

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Description
FERRARI FF // LE MANS BLUE // FULL PPF // UK RHD // FULL SUPPLYING DEALER HISTORY
EQUIPMENT
Blu Le Mans Paint, Sports Exhaust, Suspension Lift, Carbon Fibre Driver Zone + LED’s, Ceramic
Brakes, Red Brake Calipers, 20″ Forged Diamond Rims, Front Grill With Chrome Edges, Sat Nav,
Bluetooth, High Power Hi-Fi, Dual View Front Parking Camera, Front & Rear Parking Sensors, TV
Tuner, Odyssey Battery, Full PPF, Scuderia Ferrari Shields, Crema Leather Full Electric Seats, Blu
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Scuro Alcantara Interior Carpet, Cinture Sabbia Seatbels, Painted Dash Inserts, Blu Scuro Upper Dash,
Crema Leather Lower Dash, Blu Scuro Leather Boot Carpets, Rear Hood Leather Upholstery,
Electrochromatic Mirrors, Boot Net Kit, Navtrack Anti-theft System, Blu Scuro Inner Alcantara Inserts,
White Rev Counter, Rear Seat Entertainment, Crema Leather Headliner, Blu Sucro Leather Parcel
Shelf, Special Coloured Stitching, Blu Sucro Steering Wheel, Tyre Pressure Monitor, Cruise Control
EXTERIOR
Believed to be the only FF to leave the factory in the fabulous finish of Blu Le Mans, it remains today
in exemplary condition. There are no marks, chips or scuffs across this cars surface, just a deep
glossy coat of pristine paint which has been perfectly preserved by full PPF treatment.
A 4 wheel drive, 4 seat, 2 door ‘Shooting-Brake’ seemed absurd upon its announcement but in the
flesh Ferrari design experience made it work. A long wheel base car with elegant curves and defined
lines all come together to produce a silhouette that portrays a balance of beauty and drama like only
the Italians can.
The sheer scale of the sculpted bonnet and rear diffuser do more than allude to the performance
potential of the 4 seat and the design of the FF, a culmination of form and function that has paved
the way for the latest generation of Ferrari’s.
INTERIOR
Finished in Crema Leather with Blu Sucro detailing the interior of this FF offsets the Blu Le Mans
coachwork exceptionally well. The seats present in immaculate condition, showing no signs of wear
with the quality of the leather immediately apparent. The design and exceptional condition carries
throughout the interior, a testament to the care and attention this Ferrari has been subject to over its
life.
Comfortable, luxurious, fast and practical, Ferrari produced a car that can comfortably seat 4 adults
without compromise with space to spare in a huge 450l boot that can fit a full luggage set or even a
bike with the seats folded down.
ENGINE & TRANSMISSION
At the time of its introduction the FF had the largest road-going Ferrari engine ever produced. The
6.3L direct injection engine fires into life with the press of a button and sounds absolutely glorious, in
a way that only a V12 can. It develops a stratospheric 651 BHP, pushing the Ferrari from 0-62mph in
just 3.7 seconds and then rapidly onward to a dizzying 208mph.
Producing one of the fastest GT cars in the world was no easy task with Ferrari’s expertise truly
tested to make the FF a usable super car and thus the decision to utilise a 4 wheel drive system, a
first for Ferrari and one they developed from scratch. Their revolutionary system cut weight by 50%
of a traditional set up ensuring the cars performance and handling along with huge grip could be
utilised in any conditions.
With 8 main dealer service stamps in its service book, the last of which was carried out just 4 months
ago, the performance and mechanical integrity of this vehicle are as sharp and reliable as Ferrari
intended.
WHEELS, TYRES & BRAKES
Optional 20″ Forged Diamond fit the long wheelbase of the FF perfectly, giving it a low and
aggressive stance. They sit in perfect condition, free from any unsightly chips or scuffs. They are
wrapper in premium Michelin Pilot Sport tyres which were fully aligned went fitted to ensure optimum
performance.
The Carbon Ceramic Brakes are a necessity on the FF, with so much grip and power they offer huge
stopping power and consistency.
HISTORY FILE
This FF was ordered and specified by Meridien Ferrari in December 2011. For the past 8 years the car
has been maintained meticulously, solely by the supplying dealer with 8 stamps in the service book.
The car is presented with its full original book pack in its leather wallet, correct spare key and
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tracking fobs.
An exceptional example, this FFs specification and history are second to none.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
** SIMILAR VEHICLES ALWAYS REQUIRED**
Selling? Our commission sale or SOR (Sale or Return) program is a great way to utilise and access
our services and facilities while still maximising the return from your vehicle with minimal hassle, If
you’d like to take advantage of this then please get in touch for further information. Alternatively If
you’d like to move your vehicle on quickly and efficiently with minimal delay then we can make an
offer on an outright purchase basis with payment and collection arranged soon after.
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